STUDENTS: Enrollment and Attendance

I. Admission

[1.] A. Transfers from private schools for students enrolled in kindergarten to [grade twelve] GRADE 12 shall be accepted in accordance with established policy [(5160: Transfers)] for students transferring from other schools PROVIDED THE CHILD IS AGE ELIGIBLE OR TRANSFERRING FROM A NONPUBLIC PROGRAM CERTIFIED BY THE MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (MSDE).

1. TRANSFER STUDENTS ENTERING KINDERGARTEN MUST TURN FIVE (5) PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1.

2. TRANSFER STUDENTS ENTERING SENIOR YEAR MUST BE UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE ON THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL AND MUST BE ELIGIBLE FOR GRADUATION AT THE END OF THAT SCHOOL YEAR.

3. IF THE TRANSCRIPT OR RECORD IS NOT AVAILABLE, THE SUPERINTENDENT SHALL DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE PLACEMENT OF THE STUDENT BY AN EVALUATION THAT SHALL INCLUDE ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING: ADMINISTRATION OF STANDARDIZED TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS, INSPECTION OF REPORT CARDS AND OTHER DOCUMENTATION, OBSERVATION OF STUDENT IN A CLASSROOM SETTING, USE OF INTERVIEWS THAT ARE FOCUSED AROUND THE STUDENT’S DEMONSTRATION OF COURSE CONTENT KNOWLEDGE, AND PERFORMANCE LEVELS.

B. [Children who are five (5) years of age on or before October 31, 2004 for the 2004-2005 school year, and September 30, 2005 for the 2005-2006 school year shall be enrolled in kindergarten. Thereafter,] C[children who are five (5) years of age on or before September 1 shall be enrolled in kindergarten.

[3.] C. For enrollment in a Baltimore County Public School (BCPS), the burden of proof of date of birth is upon the parent(s)/guardian(s). Customarily, a parent(s)/guardian(s) produces a birth certificate as evidence; however, a baptismal certificate or other legal documents, such as a passport/VISA, shall constitute adequate evidence. THE PARENT’S NAME MUST BE
INCLUDED ON THE ABOVE ITEMS. PROOF OF BIRTH IS NOT A PREREQUISITE FOR REGISTERING HOMELESS CHILDREN.

[4.] D. Children receiving home instruction shall not be enrolled in public school programs (Rule 6173: Home & Hospital Teaching). They can request standardized testing and Special Education services.

Also, see rules, “Assignment to Special Education Programs,” in this series.
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